A THEOREM ON THE NEUTRIX PRODUCT OF DISTRIBUTIONS
In the following we define the ordinary suonable functions In x^ and In ζ by + -m χ.
In * for x>0, 0 for x<0,
In χ «= 0 for x>0, ln(-x) for x<0.
We define the distributions x +~1 and x_~1 by Now let 9 be a fixed infinitely differentiate funotion having the properties}
We define the function δ n by <5 n (x) » np(ruc) for η = 1,2,.·. . It is obvions that {¿ Q | is a regular sequence of infinitely differentiate functions converging to the Dirao delta-distribution <5. For an arbitrary distribution g we define the fimotion g fl by 
0(9) m I In t9(t)dt
Piaher, Υ» Kuribayaohl on making the substitutions αχ » α and nt =» v. Now
It follows that
since In η is negligible. Now let ψ be an arbitrar; test function with compact support contained in the interval (a,b), Then We note that by suitable choioe of the function ρ, it is possible for c(ç>) to take any value between minus infinity and zero, see [5] ·
